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Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions/ incomplete 

statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 

with the correct option for the question number 1 to 20.                    20 x 1 = 20 

1. Keep silence: 

    We hear this instruction in the… 

A) Library          B) park 

C) playground    D) kitchen 

2. The rhyming word for the word ‘bun’ is _____ 

A)  toy               B) park  

C) sing.              D) sun 

3. The ball is _______in shape.  

A)   Square         B)  triangle 

    C) round             D) oval 

4.     toy,   book,   cat,   tree 

        Boy,  look,    at,     my 

                A)    at – my.               B) toy - look 

                     Cat – book                 Boy – tree  

                C)   book – look           D) Book – cat 

                       Toy – boy                  look – my 

 

5. The colour of the sky is_______ 

A) red               B) black  

C) blue              D) green 

6. An egg is ____________ in shape  

A) Square          B) oval 

C)  round           D) con 

7. We must drink______________ water. 

A) dirty             B) muddy 

C) colour           D) clean 



8. The dog barks loudly. 

    The action word in the given sentence is ____ 

A) barks           B) loudly  

C) The               D) dog 

9. Don’t cut down trees. 

    The noun in the given sentence is 

A) don’t            B) trees  

C) cut.              D) down  

10.  

        In the above picture a bird flies ___________ the tree. 

        The appropriate preposition to be felt in the blank is.. 

             A) on               B) under 

              C) above           D) in 

11. Read the given rhyme: 

      Teddy bear teddy bear 

      Turn around 

       Teddy bear teddy bear 

       Touch the ground 

       Teddy bear teddy bear 

       Polish your shoes. 

       The word that are repeated more in the rhym, are 

             A) polish your shoes.       B) touch the ground 

             C) teddy bear                   D) turn around 

12. The word ‘wrong’ is formed by using the set of letters. 

            A) rowng.                       B)  klcab 

            C)    gmoter.                     D)  rotgw 

13. The opposite of the word ‘fast’ is 

             A)  stand.                 B) go 

              C) small                   D) slow 

 



14. We clean the bored with a __________ 

               A) book.                   B) duster  

               C) brush                  D) stick 

15. The hidden word in the word ‘Post office’ is___ 

               A) office.                  B) spice 

               C) tice.                    D) pest 

16. Cow: moo-moo:: duck : __________ 

      The suitable word to be filled in the blank is____ 

               A) bow-bow            B) meow-meow  

               C) quack-quack     D) caw-caw 

17.  

   The above sign board indicates ________ 

                 A) humps ahead     B) no horn 

                 C) zebra crossing    D) no entry 

18. The word starting with the ending letter of the word ‘school’ _____ 

                A) house                 B) sun 

                C) lamp                  D) owl  

19. We have a  __________ in our school where we get many books to read. 

                 A) library                 B) laboratory 

                 C) playground          D) store room 

20. The sentence in which you need to give a full stop is ______ 

                  A) What is your name                     B) Where are you going 

                  C) The box goes into the van           D) When is your birthday 

II. Answer the following questions from 21st to 28 . 

21. Frame a sentence using the given pair of rhyming words:                      2 Marks 

      a) look – book 

      b) cat – rat 

22. Right any four words starting with the given letters:.                              2 Marks 

      Eg: bl – black  

            Cl - _____________, _____________, ____________, _______________. 

 



23. Read the rhyme and answer the given question:.                                     2 Marks 

      Clap your hands 

      Clap your hands 

      Listen to the music 

      And Clap your hands 

              Turn around 

              Turn around 

              Listen to the music 

              And Turn around 

     What are the actions done by the child? 

Read the given story and answer the question numbers 24 and 25: 

 Once upon a time there was a little girl. Her name was Sushma. She lived in a form. 

There was a big tree at the farm. An owl lived in the tree. Sushma called the owl cutie. 

They were good friends. 

24. what is the name of the girl in the story?                                                    2 Marks 

25. Who was Sushma’s friend?                                                                         2 Marks  

26. Draw the pictures of a tree,  colour it and write 2 to 3 sentences about it.  2 Marks 

27. Write few lines about your village fair in 3 to 5 sentences.                           3 Marks  

28. Look at the given picture and write 3 to 4 lines about it.                             4 Marks 
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